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Introduction

This is the last numbered sheet in our Python course. When you’ve finished working through it, you’ll have written a
program that plays a surprisingly addictive game: You’re surrounded by robots who are trying to catch you, and you have
to outwit them by fooling them into crashing into one another.

This is quite a difficult sheet, especially since I’m not going to give you quite as much help as you’ve had in previous sheets.
You’re supposed to be learning to do things on your own, after all! However, this sheetdoesintroduce a lot of things you
haven’t seen before, so you should feel free to ask for help at any time.

What you need to know

• The basics of Python (from Sheets 1 and 2)

• Simple Python graphics (from Sheet 3)

• Functions (from Sheet 3; you might want to look at Sheet F too)

• Loops (see Sheet L)

The game

I’d better begin by explaining exactly how the game works.

You’re being chased by robots. They are armed, and if a robot manages to catch you you’re dead. You have no weapons.
Fortunately, the robots are rather stupid. They always move towards you, even if there’s something in the way. If two robots
collide then they both die, leaving a pile of junk. And if a robot collides with a pile of junk, it dies. So, what you’re trying
to do is to position yourself so that when the robots try to chase you they run into each other!

It turns out that that’s a little too hard; it’s too easy to get into a position where all you can do is wait for the robots to catch
you. So we’ll give the player the ability to teleport to a random place on the screen.

It’s simplest to make everything happen on a grid of squares. So the player can move in any of the 8 compass directions,
and at each turn a robot will move one square in one of those 8 directions; for instance, if the robot is north and east of the
player then it will move one square south and one square west.
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Planning it out

Let’s begin by thinking about what needs to happen when you play the game.

• Position the player and the robots on the screen.

• Repeatedly,

– move all the robots closer to the player

– check for collisions between robots, or between robots and piles of junk

– check also whether the player has lost

∗ (if so, the game is over)

– and whether all the robots are dead

∗ (if so, restart the game at a higher level (more robots!)

– allow the player to move or teleport

There’s a lot of stuff here. We’ll start. as uaual, by writing some easy bits.

Moving the player around

All the action takes place on a grid. Our graphics window is 640 pixels by 480; let’s make the grid 64 by 48 squares, each
10 pixels on a side. That’s a pretty good size.

We need to represent the player by something we can draw using the graphics facilities described in Sheet G (Graphics). I
suggest that a filled-in circle will do as well as anything else.

So, let’s write a simple program that lets you move the player around the screen. This involves a bunch of stuff that’s new,
so I’ll lead you through it carefully.

An outline of the program

To make this program easier to follow (remember that it will be getting bigger and bigger as we add bits to it, until it’s a
program to play the complete game of Robots), we’ll divide it up using functions. (See Sheet 3, and Sheet F (Functions).)
So, begin by typing in the following program.

from livewires import * As usual
begin_graphics() So that we can draw things
allow_moveables() This is explained later!
place_player()
finished = 0
while not finished:

move_player()
end_graphics() We’ve finished

As the program develops, we’ll add bits to this skeleton (for instance, there’ll be aplace_robots() function added
quite soon). For the moment, our task is to define those functions so that the player can move around the screen.

Where to start?

Let’s look at place_player() , which decides where on the screen the player should begin. Remember to put the
definition ofplace_player before you actually use it.

Well, this at least is easy. Let’s have two variables calledplayer_x andplayer_y , saying where the player is. You
could either make them contain the player’s coordinates in pixels, or the coordinates in grid squares (which will be 10 times
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smaller, because each grid square is 10 pixels on a side). Either is perfectly workable. I prefer the latter, though it’s not a
big deal; you should probably go along with my preference, because for the rest of this worksheet I’m going to assume that
you have done!

I’d better explain this business about “grid coordinates” a bit more carefully. The graphics window is made up of640× 480
pixels. We’re chopping them up into64× 48 squares.

640 pixels = 64 squares
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So, the bottom-left pixel of square (17,23) is pixel (170,230) and its top-right pixel is pixel (179,239).

Back toplace_player() . It needs to set the variablesplayer_x andplayer_y randomly. player_x can have
any value from 0 to 63;player_y can have any value from 0 to 47. If you can’t remember how to do that, look back at
Sheet 2 whererandom_between() was introduced.

And then it needs to put the player on the screen by saying something likecircle(player_x, player_y, 5,
filled=1) , except that those obviously aren’t the right coordinates for the centre of the circle (becauseplayer_x etc
are measured in grid squares, andcircle() wants coordinates in pixels). What we actually need is for the centre of the
circle to be in the middle of the grid square. Socircle(10*player_x, 10*player_y, 5, filled=1) should
do the trick.

(If you’re confused by thefilled=1 bit, you might like to take a look at Sheet F (Functions), which describes “keyword
arguments”.)
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Moving the player

Now, we need to move that circle around in response to what the player does at the keyboard. This involves two new ideas
– moving graphics, and keyboard handling. Let’s deal with the first one first.

In the “Python Shell” window, type the following:

>>> from livewires import *
>>> begin_graphics()
>>> allow_moveables()
>>> c = circle(320,200,5)

Whatallow_moveables() does is to make a small change to the behaviour of functions likecircle . That fourth line
still does draw the circle, as you’ll have seen, but it does something else too: it returns a value, and that value can be used
later to move the circle around (or remove it from the window completely).

So, try doing this:

>>> move_to(c, 300,220)

The circle should move when you do that.

Challenge: Write a loop that makes the circle move smoothly from (0,0) to (640,480): in other words, from the bottom left
to the top right of the screen.

One other thing:

>>> remove_from_screen(c)

You can probably guess what that does, but you should try it anyway.

Keys

That’s all very well, but of course no one will play this game if they don’t get tochoosewhere the player moves! The easiest
way to do this is to let the player use the keyboard. We’ll allow movement in 8 different directions . . .

. . . and of course we should allow the player to stay still. So we need a3× 3 grid of keys. Your keyboard almost certainly
has a “numeric keypad” on the right: the numbers 1–9 will do fine. So, for instance, pressing “7” should make the player
move upwards and to the left.

Therefore, what we have to do insidemove_player() is to test which of those keys (if any) is pressed.

The functionkeys_pressed() returns a list of the keys that are pressed. Usually this list will either be empty or have
exactly one thing in it. (Keys are represented by the characters they produce. Letter keys are represented bylowercase
letters.
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If you’re in any doubt about how this works, run the following program, go over to the “Graphics Window” and press some
keys. You may find that it doesn’t respond very well; that’s because thetime.sleep() (which tells the computer to do
nothing for a while) interferes with the computer’s ability to watch for new key-presses. (There are better ways of doing the
same thing, but they’re more complicated.) When you’re done, hold down theQkey until the machine notices.

from livewires import *
import time See Sheet T for more about this
begin_graphics()
while 1:

keys = keys_pressed()
print keys
if ’q’ in keys: See Sheet C if you don’t understand this

break See Sheet L if you aren’t sure what this means
time.sleep(0.5) Wait half a second.

So, now you know how to tell what keys are pressed, and you know how to move an object around. So, put the two together:

Changeplace_player so that it puts the value returned fromcircle() in a variable (maybe call itplayer_shape
or something);and

. . . write amove_player() function that useskeys_pressed() to see what keys are pressed, and moves the player if
any of the keys 1–9 are pressed. Moving the player requires

• Updatingplayer_x andplayer_y

• Callingmove_to to move the player on the screen

Eeek!I bet you find it doesn’t work. Specifically, themove_player() function will say it’s never heard of the variables
you set inplace_player() . What’s going on?

If you haven’t already read Sheet F (Functions), now might be a good time to glance at it. The important point is that any
variable you set in a function (e.g.,player_x in place_player() ) are “local” to that function: in other words, they
only exist inside the function, and when the function returns they lose their values. Usually this is a Good Thing (for reasons
discussed briefly in Sheet F), but here it’s a nuisance. Fortunately, there’s a cure.

Suppose you have a function definition that looks like this:

def f():
blah blah blah
x = 1
blah blah blah

Thenx is a local variable here, and callingf won’t make a variable calledx that exists outsidef :

>>> f()
>>> print x
Blah blah blah ERROR ERROR blah blah
NameError: x

But if you add to the definition off a line sayingglobal x (just after thedef , and indented by the same amount as the
rest of the definition), then the variablex insidef will be “global”: in other words,x will mean just the same insidef as it
does outside. So theprint x that gave an error with the other version off will now happily print “1”.

I hope it’s clear that this bit of magic is what we need to fix the problem withplace_player() andmove_player() .
Add global statments to both definitions.

At this point, you should have a little program that puts a circle on the screen and lets you move it around using the keyboard.
Fair enough, but (1) there’s not much challenge there, without any robots, and (2) you might notice that the player can move
off the edge of the window!
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Deal with the second of those problems. All you need to do is: After the player’s move, see whether he’s off the edge (either
coordinate negative, orx>63 , or y>47 ). If so, repair the offending coordinate in what I hope is the obvious way.

Adding a robot

Eventually, we’ll have the player being pursued by a horde of robots. First, though, a simpler version of the program in
which there’s only one robot.

Before the line of your program that saysplace_player() , add another that saysplace_robot() . Write the
place_robot() function: it should be very much likeplace_player() , except of course that we should (1) use
different names for the variables and (2) draw a different symbol. I suggest abox , unfilled. You may need to think a bit
about exactly where to put the corners of the box.

Remember to use theglobal statement as you did inplace_player() .

Moving the robot

After the move_player() line, add another that saysmove_robot() . Now we need to work out how to move the
robot. The robot should move according to the following rules:

• If a robot is to the left of the player, it moves right one square.

• If a robot is to the right of the player, it moves left one square.

• If a robot is above the player, it moves down one square.

• If a robot is below the player, it moves up one square.

So, if a robot is both left of the player and above the player, it will move down and to the right. This diagram may make it
clearer how the robots move.

Write themove_robot function. It needs to look at the positions of player and robot, and decide where to put the robot
according to the rules above; and then actually put it there.

This functiondoesn’tneed to check whether the robot is trying to walk off the edge of the screen. Can you see why?

Try your program. Even if you haven’t made any mistakes, it still won’t be much fun to play, for two reasons.

Two problems

• You’ll probably find that as soon as the game starts, the robot runs towards the player at enormous speed, and then
sits on top of him.

• Once that’s happened, the game obviously ought to be over, but it isn’t. The robot just sits on top of the player and
moves wherever he does.

The second problem is easy to fix. After the callmove_robot() , add another function call:check_collisions() .
Then write a functioncheck_collisions() , which tests whether the player has been caught by the robot. That happens
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if, after the robot’s move, the player and the robot are in the same place. (Andthat happens ifplayer_x androbot_x
are equal, andplayer_y androbot_y are equal. You probably need to look at Sheet C (Conditions and Conditionals)
to find out how to say “if this is trueand that is true”, if you haven’t already done that.)

If they are in the same place, the program should print a message saying something like “You’ve been caught”, and set that
finished variable that gets tested at the top of the mainwhile loop to something other than 0. Then the program will
finish when the player gets caught.

What about the first problem?

What’s going on is just that the computer is much faster than you are. So in the time you’re looking at the screen, working
out where the player is, and deciding what key to press, the computer has moved the robot 100000000 times or so. (Maybe
I’m exaggerating alittle.)

The easiest way to even out this unfairness is to make the robot have only one move for each move of the player’s. And the
easiest way to dothat is to make themove_player() function sit and wait until the player has pressed a key. You can do
that with awhile ; the simplest way is probably to make it beginwhile 1: and do abreak whenever one of the keys
1–9 is pressed.

Two more problems

Once you’ve fixed those problems and tried your program, you’ll probably notice one or two more.

• There’s no escape: the robot will just chase the player to the edge of the screen, and then the player has nothing to do
other than die.

• Very occasionally, the robot will actually start in the same place as the player, who will then beinstantlydoomed.

Again, the second problem is easier to fix than the first. The trick is to changeplace_player so that it never puts the
player in the same place as the robot. How to do that? Just place the player at random; if hes in the same place as the robot,
try again (still at random) and check again (and again, and again, if necessary, until the player and robot are in different
places). This is just awhile loop again. Because the test in awhile loop always has to go at the start, it will have to look
(in outline) something like this:

choose the player’s position at random
while the player and robot haven’t collided:

choose the player’s position at random

Notice that we have to “choose the player’s position at random” twice here. This is a good indication that we shouldput it in
a function– whenever you have something that gets done more than once in your program, you should think about making
it into a function.

In fact, “choose the player’s position at random” isalreadyin a function. The function is calledplace_player , and that’s
exactly what it does. So we need a new function to do the more complicated thing above; call itreally_place_player
or something.

What about “while the player and robot haven’t collided”? The thing we’re testing here (“not collided”) ought to go in a
function, too: it happens here, and also incheck_collisions . If you don’t already know about “returning a value from
a function”, have a look at Sheet F now.

OK. So we need a function that checks whether the player and the robot are in the same place. Call itcollided() or
something. It should return 1 if theyhavecollided, and 0 if theyhaven’t. (If you still haven’t read Sheet C (Conditions and
Conditionals), now would be a very good time.)

Once we have this function, our loop can just say
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place_player()
while collided():

place_player()

Now that you have thecollided function, you can also makecheck_collisions a little simpler: instead of looking
atplayer_x androbot_x (etc) itself, it can just say

if collided():
blah blah do whatever is necessary if they have collided

Hmm. I said the second problem (robot being in the same place as player) was easier to fix than the first. That was true,
but after fixing the second problem the first is actually really easy. We’ll let the player “teleport”: move instantaneously to a
new place on the screen. We don’t want them ever to land on top of a robot. So, inmove_player , test for theT key being
pressed; if it’s pressed, move the player to a random empty space on the screen . . . which we already know how to do: just
call place_player() . Oh, and don’t forget that you need tobreak out of thewhile loop in move_player if the
player pressesT.

So far, so good

Let’s take a moment to review what we have so far. The player and one robot are placed on the screen, at random. They
both move around, in the correct sort of way. If they collide, the game ends. The player can teleport.

This is pretty good. There are just two more really important things to add.

• There ought to be lots of robots, not just one.

• The robots will then be able to crash into each other, as well as into the player. When that happens, we need to remove
both the robots from the game and replace them with a pile of junk that doesn’t move. We also need to check for
robots crashing into junk.

The first of these is a pretty major change. If you haven’t already been saving lots of different versions of your program,
now would be a very good time to make a copy of the program as it is now. You’re about to perform major surgery on it,
and it would be wise to keep a copy of how it was before you started operating.

A touch of class

Before we do that, though, some minor surgery that will make the major surgery easier. To explain the minor surgery, we
need a major digression, so here is one.

Try doing this in your “Python Shell” window.

>>> class Robot:
... pass
...
>>> fred = Robot()
>>> fred.x = 100
>>> fred.y = 200
>>> print fred.x, fred.y

(I’m sure you can guess what that lastprint statement will print.)

What we’ve done is to define a “class” calledRobot . Roughly, “class” means “kind of object”. In other words, we’ve told
the computer “In the future, I might want to talk about a new kind of thing. Those things are calledRobot s.” You can do
all kinds of clever things with classes, but we won’t need anything fancy in this sheet; just the very simplest things.

All “pass” means is “I have nothing to say here”. It’s sometimes used inif andwhile statements; so, for instance, to sit
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and wait until a key is pressed in the graphics window you’d say

while not keys_pressed():
pass

which translates as “repeatedly, as long as there are no keys pressed,do nothing”. In our class definition, it means “There’s
nothing else to say about theRobot class.”.

The linefred = Robot() means “Remember I told you about a new kind of thing called aRobot ? Well, I want one of
those. Call itfred .”. The thing that gets namedfred is what’s called an “instance” of theRobot class.

Class instances (likefred in the little example above) can have things called “attributes”. For instance,fred.x is an
“attribute” of fred . Attributes are rather like variables; you can do all the same things with them that you can with
variables. But an attribute is really more like an array element, or (if you’ve read Sheet D) like a “value” in a dictionary: it’s
part of an object.

For instance, after the example above, suppose we say

>>> bill = fred
>>> print bill.x

Then the machine will print100 , just as it would have if we’d asked forfred.x , becausefred andbill are just different
names for the same object, whosex attribute is100 .

Incidentally, it’s usually considered a Good Thing if all the instances of a class have the same attributes. The idea is that
all the instances of a class should be “the same kind of object”. (If you carry on learning about programming, then one day
you’ll realise what a huge oversimplification what I’ve just said is. Never mind.)

What on earth does all this have to do with our game? Well, there are three separate pieces of information associated with the
player and with the robot in the game: two coordinates (player_x , player_y ) and one other thing (player_shape ,
used for moving the shape on the screen that represents the player. (Incidentally, the thing calledplayer_shape is
actually a class instance, though its class definition is slightly more complicated than that ofRobot in the example above.))
We’re about to have, not just one robot, butlotsof them. Our program will be much neater if all the information about each
robot is collected together into a single object.

In fact, this is an important idea to know whenever you’re designing a program:

Whenever you have several different pieces of information that describe a single object, try to avoid
using several different variables for them. Put them together in a class instance, or a list, or a tuple, or
a dictionary, or something.

So, let’s improve our program by grouping sets of variables together into class instances.

• At the beginning of the program, add two class definitions:

class Robot:
pass

class Player:
pass

• At the very beginning ofplace_player , sayplayer = Player() .

• At the very beginning ofplace_robot , sayrobot = Robot() .

• Change theglobal statements so that they only “globalise” the variablesplayer (instead ofplayer_x etc) or
robot (instead ofrobot_x etc).
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• Change all references toplayer_x , player_y andplayer_shape toplayer.x , player.y andplayer.shape
.

• Do the same forrobot .

• Make sure your program works again.

A list of robots

(Now would be another good time to save a copy of your program!)

You’ve already met “lists”, very briefly, in Sheet 1. It would be a good idea, at this point, to have a quick look at Sheet A
(Lists); you don’t need to absorb everything on it, but reminding yourself of some things lists can do would be a good move.

What we’ll do is to have, instead of a single variablerobot , a list robots containing all the robots on the screen. Each
element of the list will be an instance of theRobot class.

So, what needs to change?

• place_robot should be renamedplace_robots everywhere it occurs. It should place several robots, and
instead of setting up the single variablerobot it should make a newRobot instance for each robot, and put them
together in a list.

• check_collisions andcollided are going to have to become much more complicated, because we need to
check for four different kinds of collision:

– Player and robot: player dies

– Robot and robot: both robots disappear, and they get replaced with a piece of junk

– Robot and junk: robot disappears

– Player and junk: player dies

(We’ll see shortly how we can simplify this a bit.)

• If this means messing withcollided , thenreally_place_player will probably have to change too.

Before we start ripping the program apart, we need a clear plan of how the new version is going to work. So, here is one.

• What are we going to do about the junk?We could have a new class (called, say,Junk ) and a list of junk objects.
On the other hand, a piece of junk actually behaves exactly the same as a robot except that it doesn’t move. So what
we’ll do is to have another attribute for eachRobot , calledjunk , so thatr.junk is 1 (i.e., “true”) if the robotr is
actually a piece of junk, and 0 if it’s still a working robot.

• What about collision checking?We’ll have two functions for checking collisions. The first one will check whether
the player is in the same place as any robot (or pile of junk), rather like thecollided function we already have.

The other thing we need to be able to do is to check whether two robots have collided. It will turn out that we want to
know more than just “have some robots collided?”; we need to knowwhich robots. The best thing to do is to have a
function that determines, for a particular robot, whether any robotearlier in the list has collided with it. Then, if we
run through the whole list checking this, we’ll pick up every collision exactly once. (Can you see why?) The function
will return either 0 or theRobot instance that has crashed with the robot we’re asking about.

Thecheck_collisions function will call the “player dead?” function once, and the “robots crashed?” function
once for each robot. If a robot turns out to have crashed into another, it gets removed from the list and the other robot
is made into a piece of junk.

• What do we do to turn a robot into a piece of junk?Three things.

– Set itsjunk attribute.
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– Remove its shape object from the screen withremove_from_screen .

– Make a new shape object for it. I suggest a filled box.

robot.shape = box(blah,blah,blah,blah,filled=1)

• What about moving the robots?No problem. Just move the robots one by one. The only thing to be careful about is
that if a robot is actually junk (i.e., itsjunk attribute is non-0), it shouldn’t move.

Placing the robots

We’ll place the robots one by one, at random. After placing each robot, we’ll call the second collision-testing function I
mentioned earlier to see whether it’s in the same place as any already-placed robot; if so, we’ll try again.

Here’s roughly how the newplace_robots() function should work:

• Makerobots an empty list.

• Repeat once for each robot we want:

– Add a randomly-placed robot to the list. (Remember to set itsjunk attribute to 0.)

– Repeatwhile this robot hasn’t collided with any other:

∗ Try another random place for it instead.

– Make a shape object for the robot, and store it in the robot’sshape attribute.

About the only thing you might need to know is that the way to add a new item to a list is to say something like
my_list.append(new_item) .

Checking for collisions

Obviously that’s no use until we have functions for checking for collisions. Let’s work those out next.

Collisions involving the player

Easy. This is just like the oldcollided function with a loop added.

def player_caught():
for robot in robots:

if player.x == robot.x and player.y == robot.y:
return 1

return 0

(Do you understand why thatfor loop works?)

Collisions between robots

This isn’t much harder. Write a function calledrobot_crashed . It should take a single argument, which will be a
Robot instance, and loop through therobots list (just asplayer_caught does). Each time through the list, we should
do two things.

• Check whether the robot we’re looking at in the list is the the same as the robot we were asked about. If so,break .
(Question: Why do we do that?)

• Check whether the robot we’re looking at in the list is in the same place as the robot we were asked about. If so, return
it. (“it” = “the robot we’re looking at in the list”.)
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Finally, if we get to the end of the list without returning from the function, we shouldreturn 0 , because that means “no
collision”.

Testing for collisions after the robots move

So, now we have functions that check for collisions. How do we use them?

A couple of them, we already know how to use. Checking for the player’s death is just the same as it always was (except
that we changed the function’s name toplayer_caught instead ofcollided ). And a moment ago, we saw how to use
robot_crashed when placing the robots.

The other time when we need to check for collisions is just after the robots have moved. Of course we need to test
player_caught then, just as before, but we also need to see whether any robots have crashed.

What you need to do is:

• For each robot:

– Call robot_crashed and put the result in a variable.

– If the result was 0, this robot hasn’t collided with any “earlier” robot and we needn’t do anything.

– Otherwise, the result was some earlier robot with which ithascollided. So:

∗ Make the “earlier” robot into junk (I explained how to do that a little while ago, remember?)

∗ Remove this robot from the list. (I’ll say a bit about how to do this in a moment.)

When a collision happens, we need to remove one robot from circulation completely. If you’ve read Sheet L (Loops), you’ll
know about thedel statement, which can remove an item from a list. (It can also do all kinds of other things, some of
which are likely to produce really weird errors, so be careful. . . )

Why ‘del’ is dangerous

Deleting things from a list while looping over the list is dangerous. Here are a couple of terrible examples of the sort of
thing that can happen:

>>> my_list = [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]
>>> for i in range(0,len(my_list)):
... if my_list[i]==3 or my_list[i]==7:
... del my_list[i]
...
Traceback (innermost last):

File "<stdin>", line 2, in ?
IndexError: list index out of range
>>> my_list

Challenge: Work out exactly what’s gone wrong here.

OK, let’s try another way.

>>> my_list = [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]
>>> for item in my_list:
... if item==3 or item==7:
... del my_list[my_list.index(item)]
...
>>> my_list
[0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9]

Looks like it works. Let’s try another example.
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>>> my_list = [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]
>>> for item in my_list:
... if item==3 or item==4:
... del my_list[my_list.index(item)]
...
>>> my_list
[0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

Uh-oh. 4’s still there.

Challenge: Work out what the trouble is this time.

Once you’ve done that, it might occur to you to try to repair the first example like this:

my_list = [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]
for i in range(0,len(my_list)):

if my_list[i]==3 or my_list[i]==7:
del my_list[i]
i = i-1

Unfortunately, this behaves in exactly the same way as the other version did.

Challenge: Work out why.

If you’ve managed all those, you’ll probably (1) understand lists and loops pretty well, and (2) be very frustrated. There are
a couple of tricks thatwill work for us. For instance, if you repeat our second attempt, but loopbackwards, that will work.
An even simpler way is to build a completely new list to replace the old one; and that’s what I suggest we do here. So . . .

What we actually do

. . . our collision-handling code really ought to look likethis:

• Make an empty list calledsurviving_robots .

• For each robot:

– Call robot_crashed and put the result in a variable.

– If the result was 0, this robot hasn’t collided with any “earlier” robot and we needn’t do anything,exceptthat we
should append the robot to thesurviving_robots list.

– Otherwise, the result was some earlier robot with which ithascollided. So:

∗ Make the “earlier” robot into junk (I explained how to do that a little while ago, remember?)

∗ Remove this robot from the list. (I’ll say a bit about how to do this in a moment.)

• Finally, sayrobots = surviving_robots .

• If there are now no robots left, the player has won! Display a congratulatory message and setfinished=1 .

At this point you should pretty much have a working game. (It’ll probably take a little while to get the bugs out of it,
though.) Congratulations! This has been a long sheet, with lots of new ideas in it; well done for surviving to the end.

What next?

The game works, but there are plenty of things it would be nice to add.

• The “you have lost” and “you have won” messages are printed in the Python Shell window. It would be nice to have
them displayed in the graphics window. Find out how to do this.
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• Instead of having the game end when the player eliminates all the robots, it would be good to have it start over with
more robots (“a higher level”). You’ll need to (1) stick the whole thing you’ve written so far inside awhile loop, (2)
distinguish between the two ways in which the game hasfinished (since one should make only the innerwhile
end, and the other should make them both end), and (3) make the number of robots placed byplace_robots() a
variable and change it each time around the outer loop.

• Give the player a score that starts at 0 and increases every time they kill a robot, or something. First of all, just
display the score in the “Python Shell” window usingprint . Then try to get it displayed in the Graphics Window
somewhere.Caution: if you do this you may need to decrease the size of the playing area: it might be annoying to
have a score displayed over the top of where the action is happening.

• Stick the whole thing inside yet anotherwhile loop, and put a question “Would you like another game?” at the
bottom.

• Now add ahigh-scorefeature.

• Add (perhaps only on higher levels) some extra-tough robots, that don’t die as soon as they crash into something. (For
instance, the robot might have two “lives”, so that when it crashes into something it loses a life.) If you do this, here
are two recommendations:

– Make these special robots a different colour. (You may need to look at Sheet G.)

– Probably the easiest way to implement this thing is to giveeveryrobot an attribute calledlives or something.
Most will start with lives being 1, but the tough ones will have more lives. Then, when robots crash, you
should decrease the number of lives each of them has, and take action accordingly. You can probably lose the
junk attribute if you do this; a robot will be junk if its number of lives is 0.

– If you take that advice, here are two things to be careful about: (1) If a robot has no lives left, you obviously
don’t need to decrease the number of lives. (2) The code that removes robots from the game may need a bit of
care. A robot should only be removed when it becomes junkand the robot it crashed with became junk too.

You’ve now reached the end of our Python course. Congratulations! Some things you might not have looked at yet, and
might be interesting:

• The more complicated bits of Sheet F (Functions).

• Sheet M (Modules) tells you a little bit about how the huge collection of (sometimes) useful functions that come with
Python is organised.

• Sheet W (The LiveWires module) will tell you what things you’ve been using in these worksheets are part of Python
itself, and what things were added by us to make your life easier.

• Sheet D (Dictionaries and tuples) will tell you about some things Python does that you haven’t had to use yet.

• Sheet O (Classes and objects) will tell you much more about classes and their instances.

Warning: Writing computer programs is an addictive activity.
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